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In this note we shall study certain group extensions

E. O- F i_ i . B-- I

where F is Abelian (written additively), M and B are non-Abelian (written
multiplicatively) and all groups are assumed to have finite presentations.
Following [2] we denote by " B -- Aut F "conjugation by elements of B"
determining the B-module structure of F. A morphism 1 E -- E is a
triple F (f, g, h) of commuting homomorphisms:

E O--, F i_ i

_
B-- I

(,) 15
.!

F’ --- M’ B’E’ O--- ---1

The classical theory defines a congruence E - E’) as a morphism r E E’
such that F F’, B B’ and 1 (lz, g, 1,). It follows that g is an iso-
morphism and q ’. The main result is that for given 9 the congruence
classes are in one-to-one correspoadence with H(B; F).

DEFINITION. An equivalence of extensions (E E’) is a morphism
r E -- E’ where f and h are isomorphisms.

For convenience we shall assume F F’, B B’ and supress i and r.

The non-commutative 5-1emma implies that g is an isomorphism. The follow-
ing are standard or easily verified:

PROPOSITION 1.

(i) "" is an equivalence relation
(ii) E =- E’=EE’.
(iii) E E gives rise to a commutative diagram

where f* is conjugation by f.
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g’ h) and also(iv) A morphism r (f, g, h) factors through F’ (1F,
through F" (f, g", 1).

Thus in an equivalence we can always assume either f or h to be the identity
automorphism.

PROPOSITION 2. Given isomorphisms f and h, a commutative diagram (**)
and a -extension E there exists a ’-extension E’ and a commutative diagram (.)
inducing (**) such that E E’.

The proof is immediate.

COROLLARY. Given a commutative diagram (**) the cohomology groups
H2(B; F) and H2,(B F) are isomorphic.

Remark. In particular if ’ in (**) then using (iv) and the functorial
property of H* we conclude thatf. (or h.) induces a non-trivial automorphism
of H(B;F) when non-congruent extensions are equivalent.

Let F (s) be the infinite cyclic group and let

B (ul,...,ulr)
with either r [ul, u.] [u,_, Un] (n even), or r u u be the funda-
mental group of a closed 2-manifold. For n > 1 the homotopy exact sequence
of a circle bundle over a closed 2-manifold reduces to our extension E and the
equivariant classification of such bundles with group 0(2) coincides with the
equivalence classes of extensions, because all isomorphisms involved are in-
duced by homeomorphisms. The geometric construction is due to Seifert
[4].

Clearly Aut F C {1, -1}. A homomorphism " B --. C. is deter-
mined by its values on the u on the other hand any assignment of =1=1 to
the generators lifts to a homomorphism since the exponent sum of r is even.
Due to Lyndon [1] we can compute the cohmology groups for each

B orientable. (1) H2 (B; F) F Z if (u) 1 for all i,
(2) H2(B; F) F/2F

Any two maps of (2) are connected by (**). Suppose for i, j (u) -1,
(u) 1. We can assume i 1. Let j be the first generator (of the given
presentation) such that(u) 1. Letf 1F and if

(i) j is even" let h(u_) u_u h(u) u.-1 h(u) u, k j- 1, j.
(ii) jisodd(j >_ 3)"
(a) (u+l) 1;let

--I --I --Ih(uj-1) uluj-1 h(u) u-u_ u-2u-i uu+; h(u+) Uj&l uj

h(u) u, j 1, j,j - 1.

(b) (u.+) -1;let h(u) uiu+. h(u) u j.
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Repeated application of these maps connect with , where (u) -1 for
all i. By Proposition 2, represents all of (2). The two non-congruent
extensions of H(B;F) are not equivalent by the remark, however there are
equivalent ones among the central extensions (1). The connecting morphism
1 (f, g, 1) has f(s) -s, the non-trivial automorphism of F inducing
the non-trivial automorphism of H(B; F). Thus we have the

THEOREM 1. For orienable B he equivalence classes are as follows
(1) one for each non-negative integer for $he central extensions;
(2) wo for non-central extensions (e.g. he congruence classes of
B non-orienable. (3) H2(B; F) F Z if (u) -1 for all i
(4) H2(B; F) F/2F Z all other .

Clearly (3) is analogous to (1) and has one equivalence class for each non-
negative integer. On the other hand (4) is more complicated than (2). We
shall show that any in (4) is connected by (**) to one of the following"

(4.1) (u) 1 for alli
(4.2) (u) -lfori 1,...,n- 1,(u) 1, n >_ 2
(4.3) (u) -lfori= 1,... ,n-2,(u_) =(u) 1, n>_3.

Assume that wehave(u) -1 and(u) (u) (u,) 1. With-
out loss of generality we may assume i, i, i, i to be 1, 2, 3.4. Consider
f= 1/and

h(Ul) Ul u2 u3

h(u) -1 -1 -1- - - - -1

--ih(m) m uuu
h(u4) ululul u2 u u4

h(u) u, i > 4.

This map reduces the number of generators mapped into W 1 by two, hence
is eventually connected with (4.2) or (4.3). Clearly (4.1) is different from
(4.2) and (4.3) since its image in C2 is trivial. To show that (4.2) and (4.3)
are not connected by (**) abelianize B; B/[B, B] C - C2 where
u u u is the only element of finite order. Now observe that s com-
mutes with u (in M) only in (4.2) for odd n and only in (4.3) for even n.
This property is preserved by an isomorphism, hence extensions of (4.2) and
(4.3) cannot be equivalent.

THEOREM 2. For non-orienable B he equivalence classes are as follows"
(3) one for each non-negative integer when (u) -1 for all i;

(4.1) two central extensions;
(4.2) wo for the map (u) -l for i 1,... n 1, (u,) 1,

n>_2;
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(4.3) two for the map q(u) --l for i 1,
(u,) 1, n>_ 3.

n 2, q,(u,,_)

In [3] it is shown that in most cases inequivalent extensions yield non-
isomorphic groups, i.e. M M’ if and only if E

If B is the fundamental group of a 2-manifold with boundary, then all
cohomology groups vanish and there is one extension, the semidirect product,
in each class above.
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